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RESEARCH INSPIRES INNOVATION

Helping clients find meaningful answers to the questions that 
change the world
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CHALLENGES

• Fast-moving industries and clients 
at the forefront of discovery demand 
continual product innovation.

• Collaborating with clients requires an 
in-depth understanding of their often-
changing focus and the ability to relate 
to it via product functionality.

SOLUTION

• Engineers keep current with both clients 
and competitors’ work through peer-
reviewed research in ScienceDirect.

• ScienceDirect research empowers users 
to understand and build on prior work, 
which in turn optimizes the product 
innovation timeline.

RESULTS

• Ability to understand and incorporate 
client needs into applications and 
product enhancements, demonstrating 
how the product is differentiated from 
competitive systems, and winning 
business as a result.

Craig Henry 

North AmericanTechnical Sales Manager, FEI Company, ScienceDirect & Scopus user

Because we’re dealing with customers who always are on the leading 

edge of research and we’re competing in our microscopy space, we 

utilize Elsevier to understand what has been published for a certain 

area of interest; for example, catalysts.

– Craig Henry, FEI

Boasting more than 60 years of innovation 
and leadership, FEI enables scientists at the 
forefront of discovery to find meaningful 
answers to the questions that accelerate 
breakthroughs, increase productivity, and 
ultimately change the world. Combining 
hardware and software expertise in 
electron, ion and light microscopy, FEI 
facilitates discovery in the life sciences, 
materials science, electronics and natural 
resources markets.

Craig Henry, Application Specialist 
and North American Technical Sales 
Manager, oversees a group of about 
30 engineers focused on applications 
design for the company’s many products. 

This team’s expertise comes to bear 
in the sales process, where engineers 
run samples for potential clients to 
demonstrate the capabilities of FEI 
systems, as well as post-sale training on 
the systems and collaborative analysis 
initiatives with clients. 

Keeping up with client challenges

FEI’s clientele of scientists spans both 
academia and industry, including 
institutes, universities, national labs, 
pharmaceutical companies and hospitals, 
as well as mining, oil & gas exploration, 
geosciences, semiconductors, data storage 
and related electronics fields.

FEI customers are often leading their 
fields with cutting-edge research and 
pushing the boundaries of microscopy and 
analysis. That’s why it’s critical for Craig’s 
team to keep up with the latest research 
in the industry—and for this they rely on 
Elsevier’s ScienceDirect and Scopus.

Elsevier’s breadth of coverage in FEI’s 
targeted areas of research led them 
to choose it over other options: “My 
colleagues and I were reviewing it and we 
created a list of the journals that we found 
to be the most common journals from 
which we get data. And, of this list, the 
majority of the journals were under the 
Elsevier umbrella. It made sense to choose 
one that had the most number of journals 
that was useful,” he explains.

Craig says that information accessed 
through ScienceDirect and Scopus helps 
the team to thoroughly and efficiently 
research new applications, which in turn 
gives them an in-depth understanding  
of what their clients are focused on, as  
well as what systems have been used in  
the research.

“Because we’re dealing with customers 
who always are on the leading edge of 
research and we’re competing in our 
microscopy space, we utilize Elsevier to 
understand what has been published for 
a certain area of interest; for example, 
catalysts. It’s important to understand 
what other researchers have studied and 
what was important to them, so that 
when a current customer comes in, we 
have more knowledge on what areas or 
topics are of interest to them,” he says. 
“It’s also valuable to see potential results 
that customers produce from competitive 
instruments, to understand how we 
can provide data in a way to highlight 
differentiation between the systems and 
favorably influence a purchase decision.” 

Evolving their approach to meet changing 
client workflow

Craig notes the shift away from overall 
system performance and “product specs” 
as a differentiator and a focus on aligning 
with how clients approach their work. 
A good example is the semiconductor 
industry, where consumer demand for 
faster, more energy-efficient electronics 
leads to increasingly smaller features and 
changing technology. Using research 
accessed through ScienceDirect, his 
team explores analysis of these new 
technologies, which then allows them 
to deliver not only the measurement 
systems, but a process for clients to use in 
conducting their own analyses. 

“For my team, it’s really about being 
able to have a cutting-edge advantage; 
to highlight where our systems can 
differentiate among our competitors,” he 
says. “And so, instead of just providing 
a product, we provide the product with 
a workflow, so that if they follow the 
workflow it’s much easier to adopt and 
implement.” 

Elsevier research helps to fuel a 
pioneering 3D chemical analysis

Since earning his PhD in Materials Science 
in 2008, FEI Senior Research Scientist 
Arda Genc has focused his expertise on 
developing and applying novel, advanced 
microscopy techniques that allow 
characterization of materials at the nano 
and atomic scale. 

Developments in microscopy in the last 
ten years have fueled growth in the range 
of industrial customers who have access 
to the equipment and a need for continual 
advancement of microscopy techniques. 
FEI’s customer needs range from chemical 
analysis to resolution imaging. Industries 

For my team, it’s really about being able to have a cutting-edge 

advantage; to highlight where our systems can differentiate among 

our competitors.

– Craig Henry, FEI
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ScienceDirect has some of our favorite microscopy journals. That’s 

our go-to site, because we have online access to these journals on 

microscopy as well as relevant articles in press. So you know what 

has been done and what is fresh. 

        – Arda Genc

I feel like a detective collecting evidence on a mysterious case.  

Tools like ScienceDirect help us to reach the most important 

evidence available, and that helps us to effectively approach  

solving the problem.

 – Arda Genc

particularly focused on analysis at the 
nano scale include electronics and 
catalysts.“Catalysts are more challenging 
because they are smaller in all directions,”

“Catalysts are more challenging because 
they are smaller in all directions,” notes 
Arda . “So there are more restrictions in 
terms of dimensions. Three-dimensional 
analysis is a good solution for this kind of 
work and doing chemical analysis of these 
dimensionally-limited smaller features.”

FEI works collaboratively with its clients 
to help address their problems through 
electron microscopy. “We need to come 
up with a solution for them. This involves 
developing a technique−or teaching them 
how to use that technique−to get them the 
result that they want.”

The tools of the trade for developing these 
new techniques are sophisticated 12-foot 
high electron microscopes, capable of 
doing the frontier work in nanotechnology 
and seeing things that are not easily seen 
with the human eye.

“Our job is unique, in that we can image 
materials at a fascinating level of atomic 
resolution and chemically map at a volume 
of a matter smaller than a 1 nm (one-
billionth of a meter).”

Customers demand increasingly  
complex analyses

Chemical analysis at nanoscale in three 
dimensions has grown into a well-known 
challenge. One client, working on improving 
cathode performance of a Lithium-ion 
battery material, came to FEI for analysis of 
the material segregation on the surface of 
a nano particle, something not possible in 
standard two-dimensional analysis.

“You can do chemical analysis in bulk 
materials with high resolution, but the 
challenge is to do this in three dimensions 
with high resolution… Information can be 
hiding in the third dimension.”

Rising to meet the customer’s need, Arda 
and the team embarked on developing 
a 3D chemical analysis technique for 
nanomaterials, a significant hurdle and a 
departure from the 2D convention.

Problem solving starts with a 
comprehensive literature review

Elsevier’s ScienceDirect was a first stop in 
the literature review.

“ScienceDirect has some of our favorite 
microscopy journals. That’s our go-to site, 
because we have online access to these 
journals on microscopy, as well as relevant 
articles in press. So you know what has 
been done and what is fresh… You want 
every bit of information available to you 
within your reach so you can act quickly 
and effectively,” he emphasizes.

And the online, anywhere access to 
ScienceDirect allows the team to continue 
their research even when away from the 
office, allowing them to use their time to 
its best advantage.

Arda also cites the global breadth of 
research available on ScienceDirect as 
critical for understanding the “big picture” 
through work done on different continents 
with different researchers and engineers. 
“There are people in Europe, in Asia, 
in different parts of the world who are 
working on topics that are similar to those 
you are working on. This is an instant way 
of connecting to them,” he says. “I think 
that’s one of the keys, to have resources 
like ScienceDirect.”

During a month-long literature review, 
Arda and his colleagues identified 
23 papers of relevant prior work. Ten 
of these papers were published in 
Elsevier’s Ultramicroscopy journal, “a 
very comprehensive resource for new 
techniques in transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM).”

Evaluating all of the approaches and related 
work undertaken by other groups allowed 
the team to see what’s already been done 
and to understand the issues that have 
been documented, which “helped to define 
what kind of creative and novel approach 
we could bring to the table.”

“When you start with a problem like this, 
you read through what has been done in 
the literature and see what you can bring, 
and also what questions can be answered 
by what you bring,” explains Arda. “There’s 
no need to reinvent the wheel. The 
research basically helps you to understand 
the problem and go deeper and come up 
with an effective solution.”

Papers from Elsevier’s Ultramiscropy 
journal that informed the solution 
development focused on subjects such 
as 3D electron microscopy in the physical 
sciences, application of image processing 
to STEM tomography and low-contrast 
materials, spectroscopic electron 

tomography and strategies for atom probe 
specimens with a dual-beam SEM/FIB.

Getting to a solution

Building on the science uncovered in the 
literature review, Arda and the team focused 
for six months on creatively attacking the 
issue, which resulted in a tomography 
technique that couples scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) 
and X-ray energy dispersive spectrometry 
(XEDS) to resolve 3D distribution of 
elements in nanoscale materials.

This technique, not available prior to 
addressing this particular client’s need, 
is now offered to all FEI clients: “It has 
become part of an effective problem-
solving machine and adds to the capability 
that already is there.”

Arda’s team published their work 
in Ultramicroscopy (“XEDS STEM 
tomography for 3D chemical 
characterization of nanoscale particles,” 
August 2013) which has since affected the 
field globally.

“This solution had a worldwide impact on 
people’s research. Its impact is clear, as the 
paper that presents our results highlighted 
the article on the cover and became 
one of the most downloaded articles in 
Ultramicroscopy for six or nine months.”

Arda Genc, PhD 
Senior Research Scientist at FEI, with their 
FEI TITANTM G2 80-200 with ChemiSTEM 
technology electron microscope, 
ScienceDirect user


